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Message from the President and the Council,
the Hong Kong College of Family Physicians

Dear Friends and Colleagues,
There are no words to adequately describe the sadness we felt upon the
news of the passing of the Founding President (1976 – 1988) of the Hong
Kong College of Family Physicians, Dr Peter C. Y. Lee.
Dr Peter Lee was the Father of Family Medicine in Hong Kong, he was the
one to make Family Medicine as it is today. His passing away is a great
loss to all of us who are involved in the promotion of the discipline and
service of Family Medicine in HK.
May Dr Lee rest in peace, and be assured that all of us would work
together to carry on his mission and contribute to the development of our
discipline!

Dr Ruby Lee

President, and the Council
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Dear Donald, Ruby,
Gene and colleagues of the Hong Kong College,
We are all saddened by the news of Dr Peter Lee's passing.  On behalf of
the College of Family Physicians Singapore, please accept our deepest
condolences.   I remember meeting Dr Peter Lee when I was a newly
qualified family physician in Singapore.  I was deeply impressed by his
statesmanship and his generous spirit.  We have lost a great leader in the
Family Medicine movement.

Associate Professor Lee Kheng Hock
President
College of Family Physicians Singapore
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I am deeply saddened by the demise of Dr Peter CY Lee.  He is a great
leader who presided in the historic strategic forum on "Making Medical
Care and Education more relevant on Health Care Needs; The contribution
of family doctors." We were together in the WONCA executive from 1995
to 1998 and I witnessed his wisdom.   For sometime, he lived in Cebu
Philippines and he welcomed us to his unit on several occasions.
I extend my condolences to the family of Dr Peter CY Lee and to the Hong
Kong College who has lost its Founding Father.
I pray for the eternal repose of his soul.

Prof ZORAYDA E. LEOPANDO, MD, MPH
Past Regional President for WONCA Asia Pacific
Professor of Family and Community Medicine  
Department of Family and Community Medicine
College of Medicine
University of the Philippines Manila
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In Memoriam ………….
DR. PETER C.Y. LEE
The Great Man of Hong Kong Medicine
I met Dr. Peter C.Y. Lee in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia in 1973 for the first
time during the 9th CMAAO Congress.   He introduced himself as the
President of the Hong Kong Medical Association.   He was seeking the
membership of the Hong Kong Medical Association in the Confederation
of Medical Associations in Asia and Oceania.  This was strongly rejected
by the Japan Medical Association, because Hong Kong is not a country, but
a territory of Great Britain.  As CMAAO Secretary-General, I submitted the
application of HKMA to the General Assembly for decision.  HKMA was
eventually admitted into the Confederation.
The jubilant Dr. Peter C.Y. Lee then invited me to visit him in Hong Kong,
which sparked our long friendship spanning more than 40 years.  When
we first met in Hong Kong he asked me if I like noodles, I found out we
are both noodle lovers and there were many funny stories about noodles.  
Dr. Peter C.Y. Lee fell in love with the Philippines, and travelled to Manila
back and forth to talk with me on medical politics.  He bought a yacht
called Ever Green where we would often tour around the Hong Kong
Bay while we discussed many plans how to expand and strengthen the
CMAAO, which eventually gained 18 member countries in a span of 10
years.
When Peter found out my other vice (the Philippine Academy of Family
Physicians), we discussed more the emerging medical specialty of Family
Medicine.   He asked me to help him organize the Hong Kong College
of General Practitioners.  The PAFP became the obstetrician of the birth
of HKCGP, and a large contingent of the PAFP Board of Trustees and
members headed by Dr. Ramon R. Angeles came in full force, it was then
when the PAFP sponsored the Hong Kong College of Family Physicians
into WONCA or the World Organization of Family Doctors.
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After these events which brought us to attend the American Medical
Association conventions and the American Academy of Family Physicians
activities got us hooked to inseparable travels.  Peter eventually became
the President of WONCA, and during the WMA Congress in Manila in
1976, together we worked it out for the HKMA to become a full member
of WMA.  The Cuban Medical Association in exile took advantage of the
situation, and became a member too.
Peter was always in Manila, and practically attended all the happy events
of my personal life; He was there at our silver wedding in 1990 and gave
a kind message to all the guests at the Philippine Plaza Ballroom.  He was
present in the weddings of each of my four daughters.  He even invited
my daughters to come to Hong Kong for a trip.  He was “Uncle Peter” to
all my children, who also adore him greatly.
He loved the Philippines so much, he bought a house in Cebu City to
which he poured in all his own architectural prowess.  He wanted me and
my friend Mr. Crispin K. Go (who also became his friend) to go to Cebu
every time he was there.  He would be the different Peter C.Y. Lee who
was properly dressed at all times, his sartorial elegance in proper attire will
suddenly become so different when he flied in to Cebu, he would be just in
his T-shirt, shorts and slippers.  But when he found the poor livelihood of
the Cebuano tricycle drivers, he decided to start a new tricycle business to
improve the livelihood of these people, to which I strongly disagreed.
Once he asked me to accompany him in Manila where he bought a big
number of expensive birds, to start an aviary at his Cebu home.  It was
a great joy but turned him devastated when the “birds” died one after
another due to the climactic changes, his house was beside the Cebu Bay.
He brought me to his other homes in Lantau Island, in New Territories and
many other places where he would love to build a vacation home, which
we had somehow enjoyed very much where we hatched more medical
projects that advanced the progress of medicine worldwide.  In all these
works, we have the ever reliable Miss Yvonne of HKMA to put into print
our plans and programmes.
When he celebrated his 80th birthday, he arranged that we and all his
international friends to stay at the Hong Kong Medical Association Inn
and to celebrate “in style.”  On this occasion I met the crème of Hong Kong
celebrities including Mr. Stanley Ho.  His family were all there to ensure
the party will be without parallel.
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His love for “paellas” and Filipino cuisine everytime he was “at home” in
the Philippines will now remain as a memory of such a “dear Peter.”
The last time I saw him was three years ago at the HKMA cafeteria where
he hosted a dinner for me and my companions.  I noticed something was
queer, he appeared different, he was not the ever active genial host.   I
suddenly felt he has aged.  I diagnosed him then to have suffered from
Dementia.  He stopped the regular telephone calls to Manila, which have
left me to be alone and wondering.
Goodbye to the Medicine Stalwart of Hong Kong, the World Medical
Association, the WONCA,  the Confederation of Medical Associations in
Asia and Oceania, the Founder of HK College of Family Physicians, an
avid organizer, and a loving family man, the “Uncle Peter” is now in deep
slumber.
Goodbye Peter!  The World will never be the same again without you!!!

Dr PRIMITIVO D. CHUA, M.D., Ed.D.

Former President, Philippine Medical Association
Past President, Philippine Academy of Family Physicians
Past President, Manila Medical Society
Former Secretary General, Confederation of Medical Associations in Asia
and Oceania
Life Member, World Medical Association
International Adviser, Association of Medical Doctors in Asia
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On behalf of the Philippine Academy of Family Physicians our heartfelt
condolences to the family of Dr Peter Lee.

Dr Christine S. Tinio, MD
President, Philippine Academy of Family Physicians
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Dear all,
On behalf of the Royal Australian College of General Practitioners I wish
to pass on our deepest sympathy to the Family of Dr Peter Lee at this sad
time. We would also like to acknowledge the great contribution to Family
Medicine made by Dr Lee as previous WONCA World President.

Best wishes,

Dr Liz Marles

President, RACGP
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The Taiwan Association of Family Medicine (TAFM) is saddened to learn
of the passing of Dr Peter C. Y. Lee - Past President of WONCA, Founding
President of HKCFP.
Dr Lee was not merely the father of Family Medicine in Hong Kong, but
also the initiator/promoter of multi-partite collaboration among primary
care academies in Asia Pacific region.
With his enormous talent, as well as single-minded devotion, Dr Lee set up
platforms to facilitate icebreaking and strengthen mutual bonds between
those Mandarin- speaking societies in this part of the world. He has
vividly exemplified the spirit of Chinese ingenuity and succeeded where
others could hardly achieve.
We deeply lament the decease of an old friend, and a most respectable
global leader of Family Medicine.
On behalf of TAFM, I express our deepest condolences to Dr Lee’s family
and HKCFP for the great loss.
Very truly yours,

Prof Tai-Yuan, Chiu
President
Taiwan Association of Family Medicine
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Dear Donald and colleagues of
the Hong Kong College of Family Physicians,
I am deeply sorry to hear about the passing of Dr Peter C Y Lee. He was a
Family Medicine leader of our region as well as the world.
I express my deep condolence to you and his loved family.

Prof Lee Jungkwon

President, WONCA Asia Pacific Region
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Dear Ruby and colleagues of
the Hong Kong College of Family Physicians,
Donald has advised me of the sad news of the passing of Dr Peter C Y Lee,
the founding president of the Hong Kong College of Family Physicians
and respected past president of WONCA.
I extend my sympathy to Peter's family, to Peter's many friends and
colleagues around the world, and to all members of the Hong Kong
College of Family Physicians.  My thoughts are with you all at this sad
time.

Michael

Professor Michael Kidd AM
Executive Dean
Faculty of Medicine, Nursing and Health Sciences
Flinders University
President
World Organization of Family Doctors (WONCA)
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Dear Ruby and Donald,
The news of the death of Peter Lee fills me with deep sadness. For many
years, Peter has been a leader of primary health care in Hong Kong and
globally. His legacy is best summarized in opening China to the world
of primary health care.  Peter initiated this at a time that few people did
believe entry to China would be possible - Hong Kong at the time was
still under British rule. His vision and his determination to translate that
vision into action is in my view a monument of how individuals can have
an impact on the world. As WONCA president, Peter took world primary
care in his stride and as a consequence we can boast to have been amongst
the first in a working relation with China.
On a personal level, Peter was responsible to bring me to Hong Kong,
in 1993 and coin forever a relation to you and the HKCFP. It has been an
honour to work with Peter.
Please convey my sympathies to Peter's family and the members of the
HKCFP.

Prof Chris van Weel
Past President, WONCA
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In Memory of Dr Peter CY Lee
Dr Peter CY Lee was my mentor, respected comrade and beloved friend
for more than 35 years.
He was a medical doctor with the deepest sense of compassion and
dedication, a man of vision and an advocate of Family Medicine.
Words can never be enough to sing for nor to remember this great man for
all seasons. He was a towering icon of the medical profession and a role
model for all young professionals.
Prior to the establishment of the HK College of Family Physicians in 1977,
Dr Lee was saddened to see the majority of general practitioners were not
inclined or did not have the opportunity to update or upgrade their skills;
they were at risk of becoming ’tradesmen with medical degrees’. Dr Lee
aspired for a new breed of family physicians who would differ from the
traditional general practitioners in that he or she is specifically trained
for the task by receiving general clinical training as well as specialized
vocational training, by passing a qualifying examination, by undertaking
continuing education and by making service in primary care his or her
life-long vocation.
This was the background of the formation of the HK College of Family
Physicians. He was the founding president of the College for 12 years.
During his term of office, he insisted that ‘raising the standard of medical
practice amongst front-line doctors is the first important step in achieving
the establishment of a community-based health delivery system.   It
follows that it is also a sure way of reducing the overall health costs to the
community.’ There is nothing special in this statement. What is important
Dr Lee had laid down the objectives for all College fellows and members
to attain. I am proud to say that the College is steering gradually in this
direction along with Dr Lee’s vision.
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Dr Lee had devoted the majority of his life in promotion of Family
Medicine. He used his own financial resources to acquire the College
premises in Wanchai. He spent most of his own time in the President’s
office taking care of the day to day activities of the College. He taught us
how to write and speak in public occasions. Knowing how little support
the local government would assist the development of the discipline , he
used his special wisdom and social  skills to visit and lobby international
Family Medicine dignitaries to visit HK giving lectures, assisting in
training and constantly bombarding local general practitioners the
concept and principles of Family Medicine which was rather new to local
professionals.
During his term of Presidency, by virtue of his esteemed local status, he
established important links between the College and the Department of
Medical and Health Service and the clinical faculties of both Universities
by holding social banquets in his private magnificent residences in Hong
Lok Yuen and Repulse Bay, at his own expenses, in order to promote the
image of the College. Of course, council members were required to be
present in all these occasions.
He was so welcomed internationally that he was made the President of
WONCA (World Organizations of Family Doctors) from 1992-1995. This
is a distinct honour in that HK being a small place in the world to win this
important title, totally due to Dr Lee’s personal effort.  To influence the
local government the significance in development of Family Medicine, he
was instrumental to successfully bid the Regional Asia-Pacific WONCA
Conference and the World WONCA Conference to take place in HK in
1987 and 1995 respectively.  This helps to pave the steps in the local health
policy to put more stress in training family physicians today.
Because of his contributions in Family Medicine, he was conferred Hon.
Fellow of the HK Academy of Medicine, a pride to all family doctors
for recognition of his achievements as well as the discipline of Family
Medicine among all medical specialties.
It was Dr Lee who saw the significance of teaching Family Medicine in
undergraduate level. He established the HKCFP visiting professorship
funds to bring in visiting professors, prominent in the field of Family
Medicine to teach in both Universities.
Apart from his work in Family Medicine, Dr Lee had a lot of other
commitments holding important positions as Chairman of the Convocation
University of HK from 1968 to 1986, member of the University Council for
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35 years, and three terms of Presidency in the HK Medical Association.
His immense contributions in public services had been recognised by
government to bestow him the honour of MBE and JP.
During my 35 years of acquaintance with Dr Lee, I was fortunate to
have had the opportunity to work with him in dealing with the College
activities, attending international meetings. We exchanged a lot of issues
of medical ethics, the impact of advanced medical technology, equity and
resource allocation, health care delivery and civic society.  Dr Lee was my
role model who had helped to shape my personal conviction to be humble
and my professional conviction to serve my people with faith.
Dr Lee is highly respected for his perseverance in pursuit of a high
standard Family Medicine as the corner stone in health delivery. A man
of high integrity and pleasant personality, he had served with humility,
commitment, professional excellence and enormous energy. He has left a
lasting legacy in HK and internationally.
Dr Lee will be dearly missed by all who knew him.  I extend my deepest
condolences to his family members and the community will miss him
sorely.

Dr Stephen Foo
Past President
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We pay tribute to Dr Peter C Y Lee, a family physician, a community
leader, a University man who has given unsparingly his time and effort
to make our cause known to a wider world. He was an astute and bonny
fighter. Peter’s precedence at the historic Strategic forum on “Making
Medical Care relevant to Healthcare needs: The Contribution of Family
Doctors” says it all about his contribution to Family Medicine. We are
grateful for his leadership and support to WONCA throughout the years
as past President of the World council as well as serving WONCA in
numerous other capacities. WONCA has indeed lost a good friend, a
leader and a great supporter.
Peter was one of the founders of The Hong Kong College of Family
Physicians (then called Hong Kong College of General Practitioners)
more than 30 years ago. Peter transformed general practice from service
delivered by untrained doctors to a true specialty on par with any other
medical specialty. When being interviewed a few years ago during
the College’s 30th Anniversary, Peter was quite adamant in saying
“Preventions is better than cure! Ideally the family physician should make
the best use of every consultation to educate patients on how to remain
healthy.” Peter was a truly accomplished Family Physician and a role
model to all of us. Besides his work in leading the Hong Kong College in
the training, assessment and accreditation of family doctors in Hong Kong,
Peter was also the person who promoted the concept to mainland China.
In 1986, he led a delegation from Hong Kong to introduce the concept,
promote, and convince authorities to train family doctors in China. That
was the beginning of an evolution in the enhancement of quality primary
care in China through the practice of Family Medicine.
So many other areas have claimed Peter’s attention from matters medical,
academic, to matters civic and from television to public relations. He was
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executive officer on Hong Kong's most significant medical bodies and has
been the past President of the Hong Kong Medical Association, Chairman
of the Hong Kong St. John’s ambulance over the major part of the decade.
He was chairman of the Society of Occupational Medicine, honorary
Medical Director and Acting Chairman of the Hong Kong Cheshire Home.
He has also been an active worker in the affairs of the Civic Association
and chaired the convocation of the Hong Kong University. His bonny
impish pugnacity has everywhere been in evidence. . Despite his diversity,
he spent all his life convincing the public, fellow medical practitioners and
specialists the value of Family Medicine and spared no effort in promoting
it whenever possible. Peter has received numerous award and Honorary
Degrees from International bodies and Academic bodies. He was an
Honorary Fellow of the Hong Kong Academy of Medicine.
We salute his courage, industry, public service and single-minded devotion
to this our specialty. We have lost a great leader, a friend but he is a legend
and will remain forever in our hearts.

Prof Donald Li

Past President of HKCFP
President of Hong Kong Academy of Medicine
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I had the pleasure of working with Dr. Peter C.Y. Lee at the HKMA,
HKCFP and WONCA, and remember his dedication to the cause of the
establishment of Family Medicine in Hong Kong.  He was a very learned
gentleman, and very eloquent in his ability to orate. His passing is a great
loss to his family, the College, and his professional colleagues.  He will be
missed by all who knew him. Rest in peace Peter.

Prof Natalis C.L. Yuen
Past President
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In memory of Dr Peter Lee
Lives of great men all remind us
We can make our lives sublime,
And, departing, leave behind us
Footprints on the sands of time;
This is a stanza from Longfellow’s A Psalm of Life that Dr Peter Lee once
quoted in his article. No doubt, Dr Peter Lee was a great man. He was the
Founder-President of the Hong Kong College of Family Physicians, which
was known as Hong Kong College of General Practitioners before 1997.
He was Past-President of World Organization of Family Doctors. He was
Honorary President of HKU SPACE Alumni. With his contribution to the
community, he was honored with the degree of Doctor of Laws honoris
causa in 1977. He served as Head of St. John Ambulance Association, the
chairman of Hong Kong Cheshire Home Foundation and many, many
more.
Some years ago, I had the opportunity of talking to him. He said when he
was a medical student, he used to volunteer to give presentation at study
group or tutorial. It appeared he did all the donkey jobs amongst his fellow
students. However, he told me that by sharing and presenting, he had to
read more, ask more and as a return he learnt more. With this philosophy,
he established the College, so that general practitioners had the chance
of continuing medical education, which was almost non-existing among
general practitioners before the era of our College. He sent delegates to
Royal Australian College of General Practitioners to learn from them and
to establish of our Fellowship examination. With his vision, the Fellow of
our College, FHKCGP, was the first and only locally granted postgraduate
medical degree to be recognized in 1990.
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In one of the occasions, Dr Lee invited college committees and board
members to his house at Hong Lok Yuen. It was a big party with probably
over one hundred guests. Dr Lee and I were at the buffet table. The dish
in front of us was braised beef brisket with radish. Obviously, radish is
a supporting ingredient of the dish. What a co-incident, Dr Lee and I
both picked radish rather that beef brisket. Dr Lee made a comment that
radish, absorbing all the essence, was more tasteful than the beef brisket.
This inspired me that it is always beneficial to be the supporting team.
There will be chance of acquiring experience and knowledge, which will
be useful in the future. It is worthwhile to take a part in the College work.
One day, we will find all the experience acquired is useful and helpful in
our career.
Last time that I met Dr Lee was at the College Thirty-year Celebration
dinner. I had the honour of presenting Dr Lee the medal of Hong Kong
College of Family Physicians Past-President. He joined the toasting and
cake cutting ceremony. He always carried a sense of humour. He always
had stories to tell including story of holding council meeting late in
the street; council members’ contribution to the support running of the
college….  He was always friendly, kind, and approachable. His fatherly
figure is always in my mind.
In the message written for the College thirty years anniversary
commemorate book, Dr Lee wrote: ‘The fourth and ultimate objective
is to persuade and assist the Government to transform the health
delivery system of the HKSAR from the existing hospital-based one to a
community-based system.’ It is the mission of College members to follow
the footprints of our Founder-President. Lastly, I would like to share
another stanza from Longfellow’s A Psalm of Life.
Let us, then, be up and doing,
With a heart for any fate;
Still achieving, still pursuing,
Learn to labor and to wait.

Dr Andrew Ip
Past President
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It was indeed sad to hear of the passing of Dr. Peter Lee, founding
president of HKCFP. He was instrumental in bringing the HKCGP into
existence, made the medical profession aware of the emergence of Family
Medicine as a distinct specialty and lobbied the government for resources
in developing Family Medicine in Hong Kong.
His crowning glory was his involvement with WONCA, the World
Organization of Family Doctors, beginning as Council Member and ending
as President, a journey of some 12 years. He brought the HKCFP into
world attention and we should be grateful for his devotion, commitment
and one-mindedness in championing the cause of Family Medicine in
Hong Kong.
I was a Council Member in the years he was President of the College. I
admired his leadership style, adhering to protocol in Council meetings,
yet striking a perfect balance between letting Council Members speak their
minds and sticking to the agenda. We rarely overran our meetings. He
was brisk with his decisions but was accommodating with what Council
Members thought. I learnt a lot from his style and tried to apply it in my
term as President.
Peter was also a very good host. He used his large house in Hong Lok
Yuen in those years to great effect in hosting gatherings for Council,
visiting guests and local dignitaries. I can remember many happy times
there talking to members of society about Family Medicine.
The College hosted conferences for WONCA during Peter ’s time, the
Asia-Pacific Conference in 1987 and the World Conference in 1995. I was
lucky to have been involved in both. Peter was the star in both, being the
President of the College in the first and WONCA President in the second.
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The happy memories of those occasions with Peter will remain with me
forever.
I last saw Peter in 2009 in the welcoming banquet of the WONCA AsiaPacific Regional Conference which the College was hosting. He struck
a handsome figure in his white hair and white suit. He looked well and
vibrant. Yet I then heard his health failed and now he is gone. All things
must come to pass but may he rest in peace. God bless him.

Dr John Chung
Past President
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In memory of the Founding President
of Hong Kong College of Family Physicians,
I would like to share my thoughts on his article for
the 30th Anniversary of HKCFP

Dr Peter CY Lee, a man with vision and passion, especially for the
development of the discipline of Family Medicine in Hong Kong, shall
always remain at the core of our College. He made a good account of what
our College had achieved. He has concluded that among the four main
objectives of our College, the first three of them have been successfully
achieved.
I quote,“
1. FHKCGP/FHKCFP became the first and only locally granted
postgraduate medical degree to be so recognized at that time. (1990)
2. When the Hong Kong Academy of Medicine Ordinance was enacted in
the Legislative Council on 25 June 1992, the Hong Kong College of General
Practitioners was listed as one of the constituent Colleges of the Academy,
and our specialty status was thus enshrined in the Laws of Hong Kong.
3. The successful launch, together with the Royal Australian College of
General Practitioners, of the HKCGP/RACGP Conjoint Fellowship
Examination in 1987 authenticated the standing and reputation of our
fellowship degrees which are henceforth internationally recognized. The
third objective is a continuous and continuing process….I feel I am thus
justified in declaring that the College has succeeded in achieving this.
4. The fourth and ultimate objective is to persuade and assist the
Government to transform the health delivery system of the HKSAR
from the existing hospital-based one to a community-based system. It is
envisaged that this transformation will be a lengthy uphill struggle.
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But the overriding advantages of such additional mandatory vocational
training to front-line doctors are the expected benefits for the people of
Hong Kong. I strongly recommended that the College should find ways
and means of advocating and helping the Government achieve this
ideal. ”
I am sure HKCFP will always have these objectives in our hearts. But apart
from pushing through the fourth objective in Hong Kong, the College has
also been actively engaged with the healthcare reform in mainland China.
Dr Lee has always been a strong advocate and supporter in the training
of family doctors and development of primary care in China. He should
feel proud and happy to know that our College has been engaged in the
2013 Oriental Family Doctor Forum organized by the Society of General
Practice, Chinese Medical Association in Shanghai, together with WONCA
World President Prof Michael Kidd, and other international experts in
Family Medicine to exchange experience and give advice to the health
policy-makers as how to develop a primary care system based on family
doctors in China. This exciting development will definitely help us here
in Hong Kong because after 1997, we are part of China, and hopefully the
momentum of change in healthcare policies generated in the mainland will
drag us together to move towards the fourth objective, which was stated
by Dr Lee “an uphill struggle” for us over the past decades.
May I wish Dr Lee rest in peace and eternal joy.

Dr Gene WW Tsoi

Immediate Past President
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Ref: Message from Dr Peter Lee in the 30th Anniversary Book of the Hong Kong College of Family Physicians

Message from our Founding President

I

n expounding his philosophy on the 'Ages of Man', Confucius proclaimed

「三十而立」; meaning to say: 'By thirty, Man is established'. It is therefore fitting

for me as the Founding President to turn back the clock, on the occasion of our Thirtieth
Anniversary, to reminisce about how have we 'established' ourselves over the past thirty years.

The Chinese proverb 「無恆產則無恆心」 "Without permanent assets, there can be no
permanent resolve" is just as relevant to an organization as it is to an individual. For this
reason, the acquisition of permanent premises for the College had always been one of our
principal objectives. During the first ten years of the College's development, fortuitous
circumstances made it possible for me to donate half the 8th floor of the Duke of Windsor
Social Service Building to the College, with the result that, at this moment in time, HKCFP is
the one and only post-graduate medical academic college being accommodated in the same
building with the Hong Kong Medical Association and the Hong Kong Federation of Medical
Societies. How this came to be is the subject of another article appearing elsewhere in this
publication.
When I declared open the Association premises in the Duke of Windsor Social Service Building
in my capacity as President of the Hong Kong Medical Association in 1975, the Hong Kong
College of General Practitioners (HKCGP) was not even in existence. HKCGP was conceived
when I introduced the new medical discipline of general practice to the Council of the Hong
Kong Medical Association in December 1975, which led to the incorporation of the Hong
Kong College of General Practitioners and the holding of its First General Meeting in October
1977. The College was formally launched at an impressive and grandiose Inaugural Ceremony
in March 1979 at the City Hall Theater with the attendance of over 400 persons.
However, being in possession of a 'permanent premises' is not the only yardstick for determining
whether the College was 'established'. In my 'Message' in the HKCGP's 25th Anniversary
Brochure, I spelt out my 'Vision and Mission' for the College by elaborating on its four Main
Objectives. I take this opportunity to reproduce hereunder the said objectives as well as to
bring them up-to-date as follows:
(1)

(2)
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The First Objective was to secure formal recognition from the Medical Council of
Hong Kong that the postgraduate academic degree of 'HKCGP/ HKCFP' is a quotable
qualification. This was achieved in 1990, and the 'Fellowship' of our College became
the first and only locally granted postgraduate medical degree to be so recognized at
that time.

The Second Objective was to secure 'Specialty Status' for the discipline of general
practice/ family medicine. This objective was partially achieved in April 1990 when the
government-appointed 'Preparatory Committee', set up to plan the proposed 'Academy
of Medicine', accepted our College as one of its foundation colleges. This decision was
made with the intention of ensuring that the discipline of general practice/ family medicine
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Ref: Message from Dr Peter Lee in the 30th Anniversary Book of the Hong Kong College of Family Physicians

(3)

(4)

would in future require the same stringent training and achieve the same high professional
standard as other specialties in Hong Kong. When The Hong Kong Academy of Medicine
Ordinance was enacted in the Legislative Council on 25 June 1992, the Hong Kong College of
General Practitioners was listed as one of the constituent Colleges of the Academy, and our
specialty status was thus enshrined in the Laws of Hong Kong.
The Third Objective is to continuously improve and elevate standards of Continuing Medical
Education (CME) and Vocational Training Programmes to achieve academic excellence in the
discipline of general practice/ family medicine and to enhance the professional status and
prestige of its fellowship degree (FHCGP/ FHCFP). The successful launch, together with the
Royal Australian College of General Practitioners, of the HKCGP/ RACGP Conjoint Fellowship
Examination in 1987 authenticated the standing and reputation of our fellowship degrees
which are henceforth internationally recognized. The Third Objective is a continuous and
continuing process. It is to be expected that in future more College members will be admitted
to the Conjoint HKCFP/ RACGP Fellowships and be conferred with the FHKAM (Family
Medicine) degree. I feel I am thus justified in declaring that the College has succeeded in
achieving this Third Objective.

The Fourth and Ultimate Objective is to persuade and assist the Government to transform
the health delivery system of the HKSAR from the existing hospital-based one to a communitybased system. It is envisaged that this transformation will be a lengthy uphill struggle.

I have always persevered in my campaign to make it mandatory that all front-line doctors in Hong
Kong undergo two or three years of vocational training after full registration before being allowed to
operate their own independent medical practice, so that our medical practice standards fall in line
with prevailing standards in the United Kingdom and other developed countries. It is obvious that
raising the standard of medical practice amongst front-line doctors is the first important step in
achieving the establishment of a community-based health delivery system, as well as a sure way to
decrease public demands on hospital beds and referrals to specialists. It follows that it is also a sure
way of reducing the overall health costs to the community. But the overriding advantages of such
additional mandatory vocational training to front-line doctors are the expected benefits for the people
of Hong Kong. I strongly recommend that the College should find ways and means of advocating
and helping Government achieve this ideal.
In conclusion, I must say that what the College had accomplished during the past 30 years is worthy
of the highest commendation. In offering my congratulations to the College, I can proudly say that
the College does measure up to the philosophy of Confucius. By its Thirtieth Year, the Hong Kong
College of Family Physicians is firmly established.

Dr Peter C Y Lee
Founder-President, The Hong Kong College of Family Physicians (1976-1988)
Past-President, World Organization of Family Doctors (WONCA) (1992-1995)
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Long Live the Legend of Dr. Peter C. Y. Lee
I first met Dr. Peter C. Y. Lee in 1986 at the WONCA World Conference
in London when he showed me how proud it could be to be a general
practitioner from Hong Kong.   Owing to his vision, the Hong Kong
College of General Practitioners was founded in 1977 as the first of its kind
in Hong Kong to establish our local postgraduate training, fellowship
examination and continuing medical education in par of international
standards, and rightly became a foundation college of the Hong Kong
Academy of Medicine in 1993.   
Over the years, I have learned from Peter how missions impossible could
be completed with passion, dedication and courage.  Under his leadership
as the President of the Hong Kong College of General Practitioners, we
successfully hosted the WONCA World Conference in Hong Kong and
inaugurated our Fellowship Conferment Ceremony cum Dr. Sun Yat Sen
Oration in 1995. As WONCA President, he had placed Hong Kong in the
world map of general practice.
Peter was a perfectionist attending to every detail of his work. He wrote
every line of the proceeding of the Conferment Ceremony, which is still
used today. Some may not know that Peter was a scholar who read widely,
spoke charismatically, and wrote beautifully. Those who have heard or
read the first Dr. Sun Yat Sen Oration “The Human Face of Medicine” by
him will agree with me.  
We are all deeply grieved by the loss of Dr. Peter C. Y. Lee and most
thankful to the legend he had left with us – the Hong Kong College of
Family Physicians. He had created and will be survived by the history of
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the specialty of general practice/family medicine in Hong Kong. Peter
who will always live in our hearts.  
With deepest sympathy to his family,

Prof Cindy L. K. Lam

Danny D. B. Ho Professor in Family Medicine
Department of Family Medicine and Primary Care
The University of Hong Kong
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In memory of my beloved Teacher –
Dr Peter CY Lee, The Great Pioneer in
Family Medicine in HK
I came to know Dr Peter CY Lee 30 years ago, way back to 1983, when I
first attended the WONCA Conference in Singapore as one of the young
delegates under his team leadership. Peter had shown me his vision and
mission in the development of the specialty of family medicine in Hong
Kong, which was a rather new concept in Hong Kong at that time and the
discipline had never been recognized as a specialty.
I am totally impressed by his inspiration, perseverance and dedication,
versatile organisation and networking power, and ability to establish very
friendly and respectable relationship with international medical delegates
of different cultures and different countries. Through his guidance and
with the help of Dr Stephen Foo, Dr Nat Yuen, I was able to participate
in the London WONCA conference in 1986, and experience gained in the
successful holding of the first Asia Pacific WONCA Regional conference
1987 in Hong Kong.
In 1989, I traveled with Peter for the Israel World WONCA Conference and
we succeeded in bidding for the first World WONCA Conference in Hong
Kong, to be held in 1997.
In 1992, Peter was elected as WONCA World President and I was elected
as WONCA Regional Vice-President of Asia Pacific, and the development
of Family Medicine in Hong Kong was well recognized internationally.
  
Peter was not only well known overseas, he is also very energetic and hard
working in shaping local Chinese young graduates in Hong Kong. He
had even made heroic tour with effort in spreading the correct concept of
Family Medicine to China. One of his important papers “The Human Face
of Medicine” is very impressive to all.
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The sad news of Peter passing away is a great sorrow to us all, but his
great deeds and inspiring achievement and teaching by examples will be
well remembered.

Dr Eddie Tat Chan

Former Hon. Secretary and Hon. Treasurer
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Memory of an admirable friend:
from Dr Paul CH Siu

I first meet Dr Peter C Y Lee in the early Eighties when I became member
of the College Council (then known as the Hong Kong College of General
Practitioners). Peter was then the founding President of our College.
During the decades’ association with Peter, I’ve learned a complete new
concept of Family Practice.
During the Sixties and Seventies, general practitioners were considered
as non-trained doctors, either unable to join or defaulted their specialist
training career and joined private practice as doctors treating minor
ailments. Most GPs worked long hours with great competition on fees
instead of quality care. Patients showed minimal respects to GPs and
doctor shopping was a norm. Although Peter also held a private clinic
in Wanchai with an associated partner, Peter is no ordinary GP. In fact,
practicing general practice has never been his main interest. His vision
is at a much higher level, Peter’s life goal is to develop General Practice
as an unique branch of medicine with the introduction of structured
Family Medicine training plus post graduate examination with the aim
of obtaining local and international recognition of Family Medicine as a
specialized discipline.
One of Peter’s special talent is his ability to influence people. He is a great
orator, possessing immense knowledge both in medicine and beyond. He
is a walking encyclopedia having extreme talented communicating skills
with people from various backgrounds. He makes numerous contacts
with international medical colleagues including experts from RCGP of
England as well as RACGP of Australia. During the early years of the
College development, Peter has contributed both money and time towards
his vision, making numerous worldwide travel seeking advice and
support from oversea colleagues of general practice. His election as the
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International President of WONCA is the result of his effort and comes as
no surprise to us. The introduction of the Fellowship examination (conjoint
with RACGP) in 1987 is a turning point for our College, followed by the
recognition of Family Medicine as one of the specialist discipline in the
Hong Kong Academy of Medicine in 1993. This is further followed by the
establishment of Family Medicine training programme in the Hospital
Authority.
A Chief Executive once told his trainees, “A successful leader has three
main features, Dream Big, Think Big and Act Big”. Peter possesses all
three. He has set an example for others to follow. His demise is indeed a
sad news for all of us although “Nobody live forever”. Peter’s contribution
towards Family Medicine left our medical history with an engrained path
and we all indebted to his effort. Well done, Peter.

Dr Paul CH Siu

Former Council Member and Hon. Treasurer
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I read the news that Dr. Peter C.Y. Lee had passed away in the morning of
20/12/13. This was not only sad news for me but also sad news for anyone
who was involved in the early work of getting our GP College started.
As one of Dr. Peter Lee's deputies in the early council of the College of
General Practitioners, I was forever amazed by his vast knowledge in
fields other than medicine. He was conversant in both Chinese and English
literature, world history and art. He also had the resources, political skill,
social network and personal charm to soften obstacles to reach his goal
for the good of the College. We all worked very hard and selfless together
and there was only one aim: to establish the HK College of General
Practitioners.
With Dr. Peter Lee's foresight and his leadership, we had our successful
Inauguration of the GP College in 1977 which later became the College
of Family Physicians in 1997. It therefore took a good twenty years for
General Practice or Family Medicine to become a recognized field of
specialty. In my mind, Dr. Peter Lee was monumental in this process!
I liked and admired this guy Peter Lee. To me he was humorous, witty,
fun loving and generous in sharing his knowledge and experiences. More
important, he was a good, charismatic leader with plenty of vision, ability
and perseverance, essential attributes for the mission of getting the College
successfully launched and accomplished!
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No doubt the College and other notable colleagues will fill in Dr. Peter
Lee's many other achievements, awards, honors and titles, but to me he
was simply a good friend and a much respected colleague.
And I shall miss him.

Dr Choi Ho Yin

Former Council Member
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We shall miss his nice talk
It was sad news to know Dr Peter Lee has passed away, though it was
less saddening to note that he did not have to suffer too much pain and
suffering at the last hours before his departure.
I believe many colleagues have written most of his many achievements,
awards, etc…I would just write some lighter words about him mainly
through our acquaintance when I was Council Member of HKCGP in the
early 80’s before I left for Australia.
Peter liked to talk; so much so that we had to be “push out” from the Duke
of Windsor Building at some of the early 80’s Council meetings before
lock-up at midnight. Yet, his words were full of wisdom and with practical
sense for the College affair.
No one would dispute that he was an eloquent and charismatic speaker.  If
you give him a topic he could readily give a witty good talk of an hour—
I believe he could beat Obama if they were to have an open debate!   I
admired his vast knowledge through a widely-read habit (I met him
reading a book 2 inches thick at a ferry to China at his 70’s!) which further
colored his speeches and articles (I still keeping some copies of his) with
humor, substance and convincing power. His linguistic talent was not
limited to English. I recalled at a casual chat in his hotel room during the
80’s WONCA in Melbourne he disclosed he was trained in 扑 扑 齋 , and
he demonstrated elegantly in reciting a couple of Chinese poetry.  He had
once opined that he valued language skill more than the science standard
in assessing students. I guess it was his linguistic inclination together with
his other talents and attributes that led him to excel better in areas other
than pure scientific disciplines.
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I trust all of us are deeply grieved by his passing away and we shall miss
his nice talk.
Rest in peace, Peter.

Dr Wai Heung-wah, Hayles
Former Council Member
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回想起一九七八年七月十九日，我初次踏足社會的那一天，便是任職於香港
全科醫學院，( 現稱香港家庭醫學學院 ) 擔任文員一職。說實話，那時幼小
的我對李醫生真是心存畏懼，尤其是他那雙烔烔有神的雙眼，真是令我不知
所措。
由於製作 HK Practitioner 的關係，跟李醫生接觸多了，每次遇到任何難題，
他從沒擺起架子，相反，他教導了我很多人生的道理，例如 : 用心聆聽別人
的需求、虛心學習等，均令我獲益良多。今天，我對李醫生的感覺己由起初
的敬畏昇華至朋友。
永遠懷念你我最尊敬的啟蒙老師 ─ 李仲賢醫生

李小娟 (Miss Teresa Lee)
家庭醫學學院前員工
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“… to transform the health delivery system of
the HKSAR from the existing hospital-based
one to a community-based system… a lengthy
uphill struggle…”
“…raising the standard of medical practice
amongst front-line doctors is the first important
step in achieving the establishment of a
community-based health delivery system, as
well as a sure way to decrease public demands
on hospital beds and referrals to specialists…
also a sure way of reducing the overall health
costs to the community. But the overriding
advantages of such… are the expected benefits
for the people of Hong Kong.”
Dr. Peter CY Lee

